The Beginning of the 2013-2014 school year brought much excitement to Bradford High School with the addition of PBIS!!!

What is PBIS???

PBIS (Positive Behavior Interventions and Supports) is a research based systems approach to help schools effectively educate all students, including those with challenging social behaviors.

PBIS uses data to make effective decisions on how to best help students learn positive behavior.
Due to the fact that we met our attendance goal for 1st quarter, Culver’s delivered ice cream to every single student in the school!!!

Students that received Rowdy Rewards for the entire 1st Semester were entered into a drawing in which they could choose an iPad, shopping spree or Beats Headphones.

One student per grade level was chosen for this prize.
BMX Bikes hit Bradford!!!!

Our 1st Semester assembly was brought to us complete with a BMX bike show at Bradford.

A message of character was combined with the excitement of BMX bikes that the students really enjoyed.

Plans are in the works for the Second Semester drawings, lessons plans to Aid in instruction of Bradford Beliefs And more…..

Your PBIS team

Curtiss Tolefree, Administrator
Kim Broderick, Psychologist
Jason Standish, Teacher
Heather Kamikawa, Teacher
Willie Days, Counselor
Todd Haywood, Teacher
Waleska Martinez, Student

Jodie Thomas, Teacher
Jill Schwenzen, Social Worker
Shawn Quirk, Dean
Angel Bucher, Parent
Tyrek Beamon, Student
Triviana Meeks, Student
Laura Morrissette, Teacher

Want to Help???

Are you a parent that would love to help with PBIS at Bradford? We’d LOVE to have you!!! Please contact Jill Schwenzen at 359-7588 or by email at jschwenz@kusd.edu